
CHAMPAWAT DIARIES

Yolloo,

Reaching Champawat in a day is quite ambitious. Anyone from Delhi
or Bariley can arrive here early on. The others, including me (who traveled
from Bengaluru) usually take two days to reach Champawat.

Well, this is the way it is.

Probably the first step towards ‘slowing down’ and being alive with the here
and now. :P

I know it sounds like a lot of work and time. But take my word, it’s all worth
the wait.

Champy, as we like to call Champawat, has the chirping of birds, the variety
of trees, the cool mountain breeze and occasional spotting of the snow peak
mountains, makes it all a very soulful journey from the plains to the
mountains.



Not to forget how the journey from Haldwani/ Tanakpur made me realize
that we are all truly in the ride together (Ha ha ha). Nothing much to worry,
Pahadi people are real kind and they often help lost souls find the path. And
you have my number to call up whenever. So nothing much to worry about.
Enjoy the drive uphill and fill your lungs with all the oxygen on the way to
Champawat.

Warmly,
Bindu Madhava.

Please do share your travel details with us, so that we can keep
a track on your arrival. :) Thankoooo!

Logistics

❖ BY AIR:

(please choose the flights per your convenience and choice)



● From Delhi: Delhi to Pantnagar/ Delhi to Dehradun

● From South & East: you can reach Delhi or Lucknow.

● From North & West: Delhi/ Dehradun

❖ BY TRAIN:

● From Delhi to Haldwani:

➢ Shatabdi Express: leaves New Delhi Railway station at 6am

and reaches Haldwani by 11:30am.

➢ Ranikhet Express: leaves Old Delhi Railway station at

10:00pm and reaches Haldwani by 4am.

● From Delhi to Tanakpur:

➢ Purnagiri Jan Shatabdi: Jan Shatabdi starts from Delhi at

6am and reaches Tanakpur by 4pm.

● From Lucknow to Tanakpur:

➢ Tribeni Express: starts at 8am from Lucknow and reaches

Tanakpur by 4:30pm.

➢ Howrah Jn Kathgodam Special: starts at 12:00am from

Lucknow and reaches Tanakpur by 7:30am.

NOTE:

➔ Considering your Base to be Delhi/ Haldwani/Tanakpur depending on

your travel logistics, rest it out. Rest the evening or the night there as

per your convenience and the next day start from your respective

bases. (Preferably Haldwani or Tanakpur).

➔ Haldwani/ Tanakpur: you can get a shared cab to Champawat or even

get on the regular buses to reach Champawat. (All the staff working
here usually take the shared cab).

➔ Phone Numbers of cabbies from Haldwani:



● Cabbie 1 - Krishna Bhaiya: 8449987272

● Cabbie 2 Narain Da: - 8057913049

➔ Get down at POLICE LANE in Champawat.

➔ Give us a call to come and pick you up :)

P.S: feel free to call me and coordinate the travel. Happy to help :)

●

This is where we are Located :)

This space is atop a mountain in Champawat, in an old stone house. Comes

with a smoke-less chulha, forest spring water and a view of the snow

mountains on clear sky days. It is a shared space with all the folks who are a

part of the journey.



THINGS TO CARRY:

● Open Heart and Mind.

We believe an open mind and heart leads to receiving abundantly. :) Let

us all explore this journey together.

● Comfortable Clothes.

Help us cocreate harmony within the rural community here. Thus we

request all our participants to dress comfortably. Given the fact that

we are a huge part of the community, we try to avoid putting the

villagers through any kind of cultural shock. We request the

participants to help us with the same.

● Medications if any.

We do have a local chemist here. But if you’re prescribed any

particular medications especially with regards to mental health and

physical health, we request you to carry them along.

● Personal Toiletries.

We do not provide any personal toiletries. Requesting you to be mindful

and choose consciously, for all the water goes back to earth.

● Flip Flops

● Trekking Shoes

● Hats/ Caps

● Non Disposable Water Bottles.

● Jackets to keep you warm.



The temperature currently varies from 19-23 degrees at noon and

drops down to 9-11 degrees at night.

● Shawls/ Bedsheets:

We have the entire house set up. We’re well equipped too. We also

respect the fact that people have their needs. So feel free to carry

that favorite bedsheet or sleeping bag or shawls of your comfort.

● Things that you would want to share with your fellow participants. Be

it your favorite pickle, homemade snack, books, music, an art piece or

anything you feel suits the purpose.

P.S: please be mindful and respectful of the receiver. :) and try to
avoid single use plastic as much as possible.

● Small Hiking Backpack.

● Flashlights/ Torch.

● Power Bank.


